BOOK COMMITTEE

The Slinger Advancement Association is the promoter of this look back into Slinger's past. Those heavily involved in putting this book together include:

LARRY GUNDREUM Larry was in overall charge of the book. Larry spent time gathering pictures, doing research work and writing articles for the book. It has pretty well consumed all of his spare time and some of his work time for the past six months.

LORRAINE SCHODRON Lorraine performed many hours of research work combing thru the village board minutes all the way back to 1869. These old minutes are not typed and the information is very difficult to review. Lorraine also did much research on properties in Slinger.

MICHAEL SCHUETZ A true Slinger historical expert. Mike wrote the initial entertainment article and provided much historical data and pictures for this book. Mike was the head of Slinger's Historical Society and will continue his research long after this book's completion.

DOREEN MECHENICH The contents of this book would still be sitting in a home computer without the help of Doreen. Utilizing a home publishing system Doreen arranged things in a presentable manner. She arranged not only the text but many of the ads that appear in this book.

LOIS WENINGER Lois transferred scatchings on paper into a home computer. She corrected grammatical errors and performed many hours of valuable editing and typing work.

IRIS HULBERT Iris coordinated the activities of the advertising committee.

RICK GUNDREUM Advertising

GERRY LOFY Advertising

DAN DINNEEN Advertising

TIM HARTLEY Advertising

Other contributors who helped out on this book included MARK HAMM, advertising; HANK KARIUS, advertising and sports; JOANNE O'DWYER, civic groups; LINDA VANDEN HEUVEL, advertising; MARY JANE RHODE, family history; STEVE SIMON, Baruch Schlesinger Weil; DAVID RETZLAFF, fire department; JOE WIKRENT and JOHN ROEVER, schools and JOE WENGER, Baruch Schlesinger Weil.

SPECIAL THANKS to those who provided additional historical research materials including: LYDA ROTH REHWALDT, JAMES SCHUETZ and TOM ROTHENBACH. Also to those of you who trusted us to handle the terrific old pictures of our little village.
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